**Call for Articles**

**INFORMATION WARFARE**

*Air & Space Power Journal* (ASPJ) is soliciting journal articles that focus on information warfare (IW). IW is defined as “the employment of military capabilities in and through the information environment to deliberately affect adversary human and system behavior and to preserve friendly freedom of action during cooperation, competition, and conflict.”

While any capability can be used to create an informational effect, the principal Air Force capabilities integrated and applied to achieve desired effects in the informational environment are cyberspace operations (CO); electronic warfare (EW); information operations (IO); and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR). The focus of submissions should be on advancements within these communities or the synchronization, integration, and convergence of these four disciplines to generate outcomes for the Joint Force and combatant commands. Length may vary from journal feature articles (5,000–6,000 words), views (3,000–5,000 words); and commentaries (1,500–2,500 words); to book reviews (1,000 words).

General information can be found on our website in our archive of previous issues or in our submission guidelines at https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/ASPJ/Submit-An-Article/. Submit articles to aspj@us.af.mil.